
Mountaineer Girls Softball Association 

League Rules (as of 03/13/2016) 

**************************************************** 

General:   

All of the following rules apply to all divisions unless specifically indicated as applying to one particular 
division. The Mountaineer Girls Softball Association will be referred to as the MGSA. 

The League:  

A. The Mountaineer League President will call all area league representatives together annually 
for general elections of Officers (President, Vice-President, Treasurer, and Secretary) and to 
start the softball season.  The elected President and Officers will serve a one year term. 

B. These officers will then pick the League Commissioners (4) that they feel worthy of this 
responsibility. If needed, an elected Officer may also be a Commissioner. 

C. The League Board shall consist of the President, Vice President, Treasurer, Secretary, and all 
Commissioners. 

D. League meetings will be called as needed. The League President will notify each area’s 
representative of said meetings by either phone, e-mail, or by text messaging.  It is each area’s 
responsibility to keep all contact information up to date.  Contact information includes current 
cell and home phone numbers and current e-mail addresses.  If at least one representative 
from each area is not present for any said meeting, the area not represented will be assessed 
$50.00 and will not be able to participate in any league activities until the assessment is paid. 

E. Each area represented will be permitted no more than two (2) votes per area. (One person 
cannot represent two votes).  An Officer’s vote does not count as a vote for his or her 
organization. 

F. Each team participating in the MGSA will be required to pay a $100.00 entry fee payable at 
roster exchange of each year.  Any team not paying the designated entry fee will not be able to 
participate in any league activities and will forfeit any scheduled games, until the entry fee(s) 
are paid. 

G. Any Association petitioning for participation with the MGSA must register all teams sponsored 
by that Association with the MGSA only.  (Exception Rule 3.B.) 
 

 



1.)  TEAMS AND ROSTERS: 

A. No team is permitted to play any regular season games until rosters have been turned in by the 
coach or team parent, at the designated roster exchange meeting.  If the coach or team parent 
does not turn in a roster on the day of roster exchange, that team or teams will be assessed a 
$50.00 fine and must forfeit all games until a roster has been received by the MGSA Board and 
all head coaches of the league that the team(s) play in, and the $50.00 fine has been paid. 
Rosters can be sent by either USPS or by e-mail. 

B. Team rosters must be printed on the official Mountaineer Girls Softball Roster Form and 
contain the following information:  

1. Organization and Team Name. 
2. Age Group (Foxtail, Pigtail, Ponytail, or Young Ladies). 
3. Head Coach’s name with home address, home and cell phone numbers, 

and e-mail address. 
4. Asst. Coaches’ names with home address, home and cell phone numbers, 

and e-mail addresses. 
5. Player’s  information consisting of player’s full name (w/shirt # if 

possible), player’s complete home address, date of birth, and league 
playing age (as of May 1st of playing year). 

C. After rosters are submitted and exchanged at roster exchange, players can be added until May 
31st for a fee of $30.00 per player.  The coach or organization will contact the League President 
with the player’s name and all required information.  All player eligibility rules still apply.  The 
MGSA Board will vote on all players added.  The (4) member board will vote yes or no on 
allowing the player to be added to the roster.  Only players receiving (3) or more yes votes will 
be allowed to be added to the roster.  If applicable, no votes will be taken until the League 
President has a player’s Player Release Form that is complete with all signatures.  If the player is 
approved by the MGSA Board the following steps must occur before the player is eligible to 
play: 

1. $30.00 fee must be paid to the MGSA. 
2. A new updated roster must be either mailed (via USPS) or e-mailed to 

each MGSA Board member, the League Commissioner of the league the 
player being added will be playing in. 

3. The player being added MUST have a matching uniform that is in 
accordance with current MGSA rules. 

Note:  It is each organization’s discretion as to adding players after roster exchange.  If an 
organization does not want to add a player or any players to their roster after roster exchange, 
that player(s) may be added to another organization, with the above approval process applying. 



2.) PLAYER ELIGIBILTY: 

A. A player is required to register (with only one team within the entire MGSA, exception see “J” 
below) within the area in which she resides, legal address is defined as parent’s or legal 
guardian’s home address unless she obtains a release (MGSA PLAYER RELEASE FORM) from her 
resident area or intends on petitioning the MGSA Board (See “F” below) to play for an area 
outside of her residence area. Any player playing out of area must have a “MGSA PLAYER 
RELEASE FORM” signed and a copy given to the MGSA President to be kept on file.  Once a 
player is released, the player’s new organization becomes her “Home Organization”.  If a player 
moves into a new area, that player has a onetime option to either play with the new area or 
return to the area in which she came from. The MGSA Board reserves the right to deny any 
Player Release as all Player Releases are subject to approval by the MGSA Board. 

B. If a player registers with an area, unaware that she resides in a NEUTRAL AREA, the parent has a 
onetime choice on where the child plays. 

C. If a player fails to register with the area in which she resides or was previously released to,   
(without first obtaining a release from her “Home Organization” or petitioning the MGSA Board 
to play out of area) that player can be declared ineligible for participation on any other team in 
the MGSA. 

D. In any given year, if a player is cut from a team prior to the beginning of the first game of the 
season, that player has the right to play with any other team in the MGSA.  Once this player 
does in fact play for a new area team, she has a onetime choice to play the next season with 
the new area or return to the area in which she was cut from. 

E. If an area does not sponsor a team in one of the various age divisions, players must petition the 
league and be approved by the MGSA Board to play in her chosen area.  If the next season her 
original home organization sponsors a team in the MGSA (either the same age division or the 
next age division up), the player has a choice to remain where she played or return to her 
original home organization.  Exception to this rule: Foxtail to Pigtail.  The player MUST return to 
her original home organization. 

F. All appeals and petitions will be approved or disapproved by the MGSA Board.  A letter of 
explanation must be presented to the MGSA Board (MGSA President) for consideration of a 
player playing for another team in the MGSA other than her home organization without a 
approved Player Release. 

G. Each Coach must carry a copy of every player’s birth certificate.  Players not supplying a birth 
certificate will not be eligible for regular season or tournament play. 

H. Any adult or volunteer caught doctoring or changing a player’s birth certificate will be 
suspended indefinitely from all MGSA activities. 

I. Any player that lives outside the MGSA boundaries and is registering to play in the MGSA must 
be approved by the MGSA Board. 



J. Young Ladies: Ponytail players in their last year of eligibility (13 years old) may be rostered as a 
Young Ladies player.  This option is at the discretion of each organization. A thirteen (13) year 
old Ponytail player may play for another organization as long as her home organization does 
not want to roster her.  That player MUST return to her original home organization the 
following season. This rule also applies to (14) year old 8th graders in Ponytail. 

K. The MGSA Board reserves the right to adjust a roster(s) within an organization at any time 
during the season.   

 

3.) BOUNDARIES:   

A. Upon approval and acceptance of permanent lines, any changes or exceptions will be worked 
out and agreeable to the two areas involved.  If any changes or exceptions cannot be agreed 
upon between the two areas the MGSA Board will vote on the matter.  This rule will apply to 
players crossing boundary lines of member areas. 

B. MGSA teams are not permitted to participate in any other league(s) unless approved by the 
MGSA Board. 

 

 

4.) PROTESTED GAMES: 

A. All protests must be delivered or post marked to the Commissioner of the division within 48 
hours of the scheduled game. All protested games will be approved or disapproved by the 
MGSA Board.  The umpire of record of the protested game(s) must be in attendance or submit 
a written or oral statement involving the facts of the protest of the protested game prior to a 
decision by the MGSA Board. 

 

 

 

5.) RAIN OUTS, DARKNESS, or OTHER UNAVOIDABLE CAUSES: 

A. PIGTAIL and FOXTAIL: legal game after (4) complete innings or time limit.  If the game is 
cancelled after (4) complete innings but before (6) complete innings, you will go back to the 
score of the last complete inning and that will be the final score of the game.  If the game is 
cancelled before (4) complete inning, the game is to be rescheduled and the game will resume 



from the point of cancellation.  The game is NOT to be started over.  See also #6 MAKE-UP 
SCHEDULING concerning rescheduling. 

B. PONYTAIL and YOUNG LADIES: legal game after (5) complete innings or time limit.  If the game 
is cancelled after (5) complete innings but before (7) complete innings, you will go back to the 
score of the last complete inning and that will be the final score of the game.  If the game is 
cancelled before (5) complete inning, the game is to be rescheduled and the game will resume 
from the point of cancellation.  The game is NOT to be started over.  See also #6 MAKE-UP 
SCHEDULING concerning rescheduling. 

C. All games played will have a time limit of 2 hours, with the exception of games played at I-470 
with a game directly following them.  These games will have a time limit of 1 ½ hours. Time 
limit is defined as no new inning will begin after 2 hours (1 ½ when applicable), when time 
reaches 2 hours (1 ½ hours when applicable), the current inning being played must be 
completed.   It is strongly suggested that the start time be agreed upon by both head coaches 
and umpire, then noted in the score book.  

 

6.) MAKE-UP SCHEDULING: 

A. Teams have (7) days to reschedule any postponement or cancellation.  After (7) days the 
League Commissioner and/or the MGSA Board will either assign a make-up date along with a 
game time and venue or will declare a forfeit.  If the game is scheduled within the last (7) days 
of the season or if any game has not yet been played within the last (7) days of the season, the 
League Commissioner and/or the MGSA Board will make every effort to see that all games are 
played.  If any game does not get played the League Commissioner and/or the MGSA Board 
may declare a forfeit if it chooses.  The MGSA reserves the right to change the site of where a 
game will be played in order to it that the game gets played. 

B. In the event of some unusual circumstances and a team is unable to field a minimum of (8) 
players for a game, the coach will have to reschedule or forfeit the game up to two hours prior 
to game time.  The coach must have a legitimate reason for this. 

 

 

7.) FORFEITS: 

A. If a game is not cancelled, (for other than rain) at least (2) hours prior to game time, the team 
who does not show up or shows up with not enough players to play (less than 8), will forfeit the 
game.  The forfeiting team will be required to pay a $50.00 fine to the MGSA.  The MGSA will 



reimburse the non-forfeiting team the umpire fee if they had to pay the umpire. See also #6 
MAKE-UP SCHEDULING concerning forfeits (fine applies). 

8.) CONDUCT (EJECTIONS) 

A. If for any reason, an umpire, MGSA Commissioner, or MGSA Board Member must eject a 
player, coach, parent, or fan from a game or ballpark area, the person or persons ejected must 
sit out the following played game, unless noted below: 

1. Parent/Fan must sit out (2) played games or the remainder of any 
tournament if the ejection occurred during a tournament, and pay a 
$50.00 fine to the MGSA.  Fine must be paid before returning. 

2. Coach must sit out (2) played games or the remainder of any tournament 
if the ejection occurred during a tournament, and pay a $50.00 fine to 
the MGSA.  Fine must be paid before returning. 

3. If a player, coach, parent, or fan is ejected during their team’s last game 
of a tournament the above will apply to the start of the next season and 
what team they are affiliated with the next season. 

If the person ejected is a coach, parent, or fan, they MUST leave the field and viewing area 
immediately. 

If a Parent/Fan does not sit out either of the following (2) played games, they will be suspended 
for the remainder of all MGSA regular season games and all MGSA tournament games.  For 
example, if Parent/Fan has another child that plays on another MGSA affiliated team, they will 
be suspended from those games also. 

If a coach does not sit out either of the following (2) played games he/she will be fined $100.00 
per game that they did not sit out, and they will still be required to finish their original 
suspension.  Coaches are not permitted to practice and/or warm up their teams on the 
scheduled fields that their teams are scheduled to play on during the suspension.  Coaches are 
not permitted to return until they have completed their suspension and all fines have been paid 
to the MGSA. 

If a coach knowingly allows an ejected player to participate in the next game played, the coach 
will be fined $50.00, payable to the MGSA before the next played game.  The game the ejected 
player participated in will be a forfeit ($50.00 fine) and every game after will be a forfeit 
($50.00 per game fine) until she sits out her one game suspension. The coach will not be 
eligible to coach until all fines are paid to the MGSA.  

If the ejected person feels that the umpire or MGSA official acted in haste and feels the ejection 
was unwarranted, he/she must ask the Commissioner of that division for a hearing within 24 



hours or the next game in tournament play.  If the Commissioner grants a hearing, it must take 
place within (7) days.  The Commissioner does not have to grant a hearing. 

B. Disrespectful or Negative Cheering, especially directed toward an individual player (pitcher, 
catcher, 1st base, etc.) will not be tolerated.  The team doing the Disrespectful or Negative 
Cheering will receive one warning, if it happens a second time the game will be a forfeit ($50.00 
fine). There will be NO EXCEPTIONS. 

C. The MGSA Board reserves the right, during any time of the season, to suspend and coach, 
player, parent, or fan for any given length of time.  The coach, player, parent, or fan has the 
right to ask for a hearing of the suspension, if done so within 24 hours after being notified of 
the suspension by contacting the President of the MGSA.  If the President of the MGSA grants a 
hearing it must take place within (7) days and must be attended or involve the president of the 
organization, or person appointed by the president of the organization,   of which the 
suspended person(s) is involved with.  The President of the MGSA does not have to grant a 
hearing. 

 

9.) MGSA END OF YEAR TOURNAMENTS 

A. Teams must play at least 80% (no rounding) of their regular season scheduled games to be 
eligible for the MGSA End of Year Tournaments.  Seeding for the tournaments will be calculated 
from seeding points earned during the regular season.  Seeding points will be awarded as listed: 

• (3) points for a win or a forfeit win 
• (2) points for a tie (each team gets 2 points) 
• (1) point for a loss (not including a forfeit loss) 
• (0) points for no game played 
• (-1) point for a forfeit loss 

B. Tournament Seeding: If teams are tied for any seeding position the following tie breakers will 
be used 

1. Number of games played (team with most games played gets higher 
seed) 

2. Head to Head record of teams involved in tie 
3. Coin Toss 

If (3) or more teams are tied for any seeding positions, and all of the above tie breakers do not 
determine the seeding, those teams will have their names picked from a drawing to determine 
the seeding. 

C. If any team drops out of the MGSA End of Year Tournament, after the seeding has taken place, 
their organization will be required to pay the MGSA $100.00.  Seeding for tournaments will be 
done (1) day prior to the tournament’s coaches meeting. 



D. Any MGSA Tournament complaints and/or request (regarding seeding, umpires, scheduling, 
etc.) must be in writing and presented to the League Commissioner prior to or during the 
tournament’s coaches meeting.  All complaints and/or requests will be voted on to prove or 
disapprove with a majority rule.   

E. Tournament sites will be determined each year by an organization volunteering to host a 
tournament.  If more than (1) organization volunteers to host a tournament there will be a vote 
taken (majority rule) to determine who will host the tournament.   
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Mountaineer Girls Softball Association 
 

General Rules 
 

1) If, because of not enough players, it may be necessary to borrow a player or players from another 
team (MGSA players only).   

a. Any number of players may be borrowed to give a team up to (12) available players for a 
game.   

b. The players must be from a younger division, except for Foxtail which can borrow players 6 
years old or younger from other MGSA Foxtail teams.  

c. Players can be borrowed from MGSA organizations other than your own.  For both regular 
season and tournament play, both the team borrowing and the player being borrowed must 
attempt to notify their organization’s President (or person appointed by their organization’s 
President) concerning their borrowing/playing for a game or tournament. 

d. If you are a borrowed player for a MGSA league sponsored tournament, you are only 
permitted to play for (1) team throughout the entire tournament, except for Foxtail. 

2) Coaches must exchange team line-ups prior to the start of game, with the batting order containing 
the player’s last name and uniform number. 

3) Reporting of scores, cancelations, and schedule changes: Home teams have 24 hours to report all 
scores, cancelations, and schedule changes.  Teams that fail to report their scores, cancelations, 
and schedule changes on time are subject to a $10.00 fine per game not reported.  All scores, 
cancelations, and schedule changes are to be reported to each league’s commissioner or other 
assigned league official.  The address and or method of reporting will be given at Roster 
Exchange. 

4) The home team is responsible for obtaining and paying umpires for regular season games. 
5) Absolutely no use of tobacco or alcohol by players, coaches, or umpires on the playing field or in 

dugout areas. 
6) Only players, coaches, and (1) score keeper are permitted in or around bench areas/dugout areas.  

All players must be in uniform, except injured players which only need their uniform shirt.  All 
coaches must be listed on the team’s roster, that was handed in at roster exchange, with all 
information listed for the coach ( see GENERAL RULES:  1.) TEAMS and ROSTERS: B).  Coaches may 
be added to the coaches list by e-mailing the MGSA League President with the name of the coach 
you are adding and all of their required information. 

7) Foxtail, Pigtail, and Ponytail there will be no cutting of players. Young Ladies may cut players if 
roster exceeds (15) players. 

8) Team names are limited to one alike team name per league.  The MGSA Board reserves the right to 
deny any alike or offensive team names. 
 



DEFENSE 
1) Defenses will consist of (10) players, except for Young Ladies (9) and Foxtail (8 to 11). 
2) Every player present for a game must play a minimum of innings (listed below) in the field, unless 

the game is shortened due to either the mercy run rule or weather: 
• Foxtail: (3) innings 
• Pigtail: (2) innings 
• Ponytail: (2) innings 
• Young Ladies:  No Minimum  

3) If a player is removed from the game, while on defense, she must sit out the remainder of that half 
inning.  If a pitcher is removed from pitching during a game, she may not re-enter as a pitcher again 
until the half inning is over.  

4) The outfielders must be positioned at least (3) feet beyond the base paths. 
5) Once the ball has been hit, play will not stop until base running ceases.  This means that the 

defensive team must stop the runners and/or throw the ball to the pitcher’s circle.  If the pitcher 
receives the ball and has control of the ball, while in the (9) foot radius circle around the pitching 
rubber, the runner must immediately decide whether to advance to the next base or return to the 
last base achieved.  If the runner does not immediately advance or return to a base she will be 
declared out.  Runners may advance to only the next base once the ball is in the circle and she is 
already off the base and heading for the next base, unless the pitcher makes a play on the runner 
and the ball goes outside of the circle or on continuous play.    

6) No limit on innings pitched per day or per week. 
7) There will be no “Infield Fly Rule” for Foxtail and Pigtail. In Ponytail and Young Ladies the “Infield 

Fly Rule” will be enforced. 
 

OFFENSE 
 

1) You must start and finish the game with at least (8) players.  If you go below (8) players during the 
game, for any reason including a game ending injury, you will be required to forfeit ($50.00 fine).  
Teams playing with less than (9) players must take an out in their batting line-up unless mutually 
agreed upon before the start of each game by each head coach. 

2) If a player must leave the game, due to a game ending injury or sickness, she will be taken out of 
the batting (not to be counted as an out) and is not allowed to return to the game.  If a non-game 
ending injury occurs while on base or batting, a substitute runner (last out) may pinch run only and 
the original runner or batter will return to the game. 

3) Batting Order:  
Foxtail, Pigtail, and Ponytail- The batting order will consist of all members of the team that are 
present for the game.  A player arriving after a game begins will be added to the end of the batting 



order, with no penalty, even if the player’s team has already batted through the entire batting line-
up already.  The opposing scorekeeper must be notified of the late arrival.  
Young Ladies:  Teams will play using either a DP FLEX or batting all players in their batting order. 

4) A batter who slings (throws) the bat will be declared out.  NO WARNINGS.  The ball is dead and no 
advancement by any base runner is permitted. Exception FOXTAIL – See Foxtail Rules. 

5) A hit batsman is left to the discretion of the umpire.  The batter must make a legitimate attempt to 
get out of the way of the pitched ball.  If a legitimate attempt was made to avoid the pitched ball 
and the batter is hit, the batter will be awarded 1st base.  If the batter is injured a substitute runner 
may be use (see #2 above).  This rule does not apply to Foxtail. 

6) Base Running: 
A. When a defensive player has the ball and is waiting for the runner and the runner 

deliberately and with great force crashes into the defensive player, the runner will be 
declared out. The ball is dead and all other runners must return to the last base achieved at 
the time of the collision.  At the discretion of the umpire, if the act is determined to be 
flagrant, the runner will be ejected. 

B. At the discretion of the umpire, if any offensive/defensive player uses excessive deliberate 
force, that player will be ejected from the game. 

C. A courtesy runner may be substituted for your pitcher and/or catcher if they reach base. 
Foxtail, Pigtail, and Ponytail may do so with (2) outs and Young Ladies may do so at any 
time. The player who made the last out in the order will be the courtesy runner, unless you 
have substitutes. 

7) Foxtail:  See Foxtail Rules  
8) Pigtail:  See Pigtail Rules 
9) Ponytail: 

A. Pitching – The pitcher may use Fast Pitch or Modified Fast Pitch, from (40) feet with a (9) 
foot radius circle.  Crow hopping is not permitted.  

B. Bunting is permitted. 
C. Stealing is permitted after pitcher’s release (no leading off). A base runner that leaves the 

base before pitcher’s release will be declared out (NO WARNINGS).  
D. Dropped 3rd Strike Rule is in effect. On a dropped 3rd strike the batter may attempt to go to 

1st base if it is unoccupied and there is less than (2) or if there is (2) outs 
E. Infield Fly Rule is in effect. 
F. (7) Inning games: (6) Run limit per inning (with continuous play), and all you can get in the 

last inning. 
G. Mercy Rule: (10) run rule after 5 innings (must complete the inning).  
H. Ball used for Ponytail will be a yellow/raised stitch 12inch ASA approved leather covered 

ball.  No synthetic covered balls. 

 



10) Young Ladies: 
A. Pitching- The pitcher may use Fast Pitch or Modified Fast Pitch, from (43) feet with a (9) foot 

radius circle.  Crow hopping is not permitted. 
B. Bunting is permitted. 
C. Stealing is permitted once the pitcher releases the ball (no leading off). A base runner that 

leaves the base before the ball is released by the pitcher will be declared out (NO 
WARNINGS). 

D. Dropped 3rd strike rule is in effect.  On a dropped 3rd strike the batter may attempt to go to 
1st base if it is unoccupied and there is less than (2) or if there is (2) outs. 

E. (7) Inning games: (10) run limit per inning (with continuous play), and all you can get in the 
last inning. 

F. Mercy Rule: (15) run rule anytime after (2) innings (do not have to complete inning after 2nd 
inning).  (10) Run rule after (5) innings (must complete inning). 

G. Ball used for Young Ladies will be a yellow/raised stitch 12inch ASA approved leather 
covered ball.  No synthetic covered balls. 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Uniforms and EQUIPMENT 
 

1) No rings or jewelry of any kind will be permitted to be worn on the playing field. 
2) No steel spikes are permitted, including Young Ladies. 
3) Every player must bat with a batting helmet with a facemask.  Foxtail must also have a chin strap. 
4) Every player must wear a helmet with a facemask while batting, on deck, or helping coach bases. 
5) All catchers must wear a chest protector, catcher’s helmet-mask (with throat protector for Young 

Ladies), and shin guards.  Foxtail may wear a batting helmet with a facemask instead of a catcher’s 
helmet-mask. 

6) In the field on defense: 
• Foxtail: All players on defense must wear a fielder’s mask, except catcher (catcher’s helmet-

mask), and the player/pitcher (batting helmet with facemask and chin strap). 
• Pigtail: All players on defense must wear a fielder’s mask, except catcher (catcher’s helmet-

mask). Pitchers must also wear a heart guard. 



• Ponytail: All infielders must wear a fielder’s mask, except catcher (catcher’s helmet-mask). 
All other defensive players have the option of wearing a fielder’s mask if they choose to.  
Pitchers must also wear a heart guard. 

• Young Ladies: All players are encouraged to wear a fielder’s mask but are not required to do 
so if they choose not to. 

7) Team shirts will be all be of the same color with an Arabic number of contrasting color on the back 
of all uniforms.  No player on the same team should wear the same number unless you are bringing 
up a player from a lower division and that player has the same number as a regular player on your 
team.  In this case, simply notify the opposing head coach that you have players with matching 
numbers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



MOUNTAINEER GIRLS SOFTBALL ASSOCIATION 

 
 

The Mountaineer Girls Softball Association (MGSA) accepts 
no responsibility for any coach appointed, by each 

organization, into the MGSA League.  Each organization will 
be responsible to appoint their own coaches and accept all 

responsibility for any actions of said coaches. 
 
 

_______________________________________ 
Signature 

 
_______________________________________ 

Organization 
 

___________________________ 
Date 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



MGSA 2016 Quick Reference Guide 
 

Foxtail 
Ages: 8 & Under 

Bases: 50 feet / Home to 2nd: 70’ 8 ¼” 
Pitching: Coach Pitch @ 35 Feet 

Balls: 11inch yellow/raised stitch ASA Approved (no synthetic covers) 
Innings: (6) No Continuous Play 

Scoring :( 5) run limit per inning / all you can get last inning 
Mercy Rule: none 

Umpires: Parent/Volunteer w/ general knowledge of ASA softball rules, MGSA rules, and MGSA Foxtail Rules.   

 
Pigtail 

Ages: 10 & Under 
Bases: 60 feet / Home to 2nd: 84’ 10 ¼” 

Pitching: 35 feet  
Balls: 11inch yellow/raised stitch ASA Approved (no synthetic covers) 

Innings: (6) with continuous play 
Scoring: (5) run limit per inning / all you can get last inning 

Mercy Rule: (15) runs anytime after 4 innings/ (10) runs after 5 innings (must complete inning) 
Umpires: 1 @ $35.00 (suggested) 

 
Ponytail 

Ages: *14 & Under 
*only 14 year olds in 8th grade 

Bases: 60 feet / Home to 2nd:  84’ 10 ¼” 
Pitching: 40 feet 

Balls: 12inch yellow/raised stitch ASA Approved (no synthetic covers) 
Innings: (7) with continuous play 

Scoring: (6) run limit per inning / all you can get last inning 
Mercy Rule: (10) run rule after 5 innings (must complete inning) 

Umpires: 1 @ $30.00 (suggested) 
 

Young Ladies 
Ages: 18 & Under 

Bases: 60 feet / Home to 2nd:  84’ 10 ¼” 
Pitching: 43 feet 

Balls: 12inch yellow/raised stitch ASA Approved (no synthetic covers) 
Innings: (7) with continuous play 

Scoring: (10) run limit per inning / all you can get last inning 
Mercy Rule: (15) runs anytime after 2 innings / (10) runs after 5 innings (must complete inning) 

Umpires: 2 @ $25.00 each (suggested) 



MGSA Members 

 

Benwood 
  

Bethlehem 
 

Dallas Pike 
 

Elm Grove 
 

Glen Dale 
 

M&M’s (Mount Olivet & Mozart) 
 

Moundsville 
 

Pike 
 

Warwood 
 

Wheeling 
 

Woodsdale 


